FOR IN-CLINIC USE BY EYE CARE PROFESSIONALS ONLY
1

Wash the area around the patient’s eyes before applying I-LID ’N LASH® PRO.

2

Place an anesthetic drop in the eye before the treatment.

3

Dispense a generous portion of I-LID ’N LASH® PRO on a clean wipe or the palm of your hand. Note that
upon first use, the pump may need to be primed before any gel comes out.

4

Instruct the patient to close the eye lightly,
without squinting, and to keep it closed for
the duration of the treatment.

5

Gently apply the gel using your finger or a
cotton swab on the lid margin, up to the
brow line (please refer to Figure 1).

6

If necessary, clean the area around the
lid margins and roots of the eyelash more
thoroughly by wiping in short strokes in the
direction of the eyelashes, e.g. starting at
the roots and going away from the eye for
both lower and upper eyelashes.

Start here for STEP 5

For STEP 6 use motion as below

Fig. 1: Apply the I-LID ’N LASH® PRO gel in a circular
motion starting at the roots of the lashes and then out
towards the lids and eyebrows.

7

If necessary, add more gel of I-LID ’N LASH® PRO during any step of the process.

8

For optimal results, allow the gel to stay on the area around the eye and the lid margin for a period of 10
minutes while keeping the eye shut. Do not open eyes.

9

Wipe off any excess gel from around the eye with a clean tissue.

10

Repeat steps 2 through 8 for the second eye.

11

Rinse off any residual gel with warm water. If the patient experiences stinging, rinse the eye and
surrounding area thoroughly with water and apply a drop of I-DROP® PUR GEL to soothe.

12

Repeat this process if any crusty residue remains on the lash roots or lashes.

13

Send the patient home with a jar of the I-LID ’N LASH® PLUS, and depending on the
severity of the condition, instruct to use once or twice daily for 30 days.
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